












         
        




          




          
           


          




















































































 


 

          


          

            
         
        

            






              





            
         

Whilst we have limited resources we will continue to place more emphasis
on the conservation area but we will also comment on other applications
within the Town Council's area, where we see good reason to. Outside of the
Town Council's area we will comment when the development will impact on St
Ives.
















             
          
          

         
         
         


           

           
    “there was talk of building on the town’s football
field”      “Oh, by the way, the football ground still
hasn’t been built on  so far.”
         
             

            


  




           
            






               
       
           





           
         



         

 













            
  


          

            

         
          









              


            
          
           
             
                

           

             

            
                








            
             
 


          














    

     
   


           


             



           
           
            


           
          



Basil Belcher





































































 





 







 





 


 


 
 



 

 







 



 





























































        






     

           



            







           

         









 
        








 





















             


           






Purely commercial uses are
no longer being pursued, and that the District Councillors for St Ives are now
working with interested parties community groups to explore options for the
future”           







  

   
           

 
    


 











Vice Presi
dent Vice Presidents
“Honorary positions of Vice President may be awarded to those that have
been, or are, significant benefactors of the Civic Society of St Ives. The
names and contribution of potential honorary vice presidents will be discussed
by the committee, and the Honorary President invited to comment. If all are
agreed, then the names and their contributions will be presented to the next
AGM for a vote by members present. Normally, the duration of the Honorary
post will be for life, but the occupants may exercise their right to retire or stand
down”






  



The 4 officers may hold their posts for 3 years, after which they will be free to
stand down, unless they wish to continue: having gained elected approval at
the appropriate AGM”
            
               

           

           
              
           


         











 


          









            



             



          




          
             










 



 











 








           




           

           
             

           







             


 

           









            



















 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 







        












Words or Letters in italics 



            




             

















until the next AGM 
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The new programme began on 16th September with a talk by Victoria Bennett
on the many National Trust properties to be found in East Anglia.


 


           

           



Paycocke’s House, a fine example of late Tudor domestic architecture

          

 
  


              









             
             
         
            



            
          
          
              
            





The intimate auditorium of the Theatre Royal
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A “Pagoda” built to assemble nuclear weapon detonators squatting incongru
ously on the natural shingle dunes, Orford Ness lighthouse in the background
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Wimpole Hall and park in the late 18th century.

             


          











          
             
          



           
         




            



          



           

  
            




         
           







           


Blakeney Point—a magnificent coastal feature
   







































     


    

     
     



   




      



















           



          
            
            
        
          



             

That future generations will be able to eas
ily recognise the historic character of our Town, despite the inevi
table changes that happen down the years

           

         



           
         










































After the AGM on the 21st October there was a short talk given by David
Stewart, the Chairman of the Civic Society.




          

              
 


   

         
            

             

      
              

  
           
              

              














           




           
           





 
            
          
  


            
            
             

            

            



            



           



            






           





              






           



             



            
 
          


          
            


             
   
         










           
           
            
         
            

















           










November’s talk was given by John Deeks and he spoke about
the history of Fenstanton.
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In January Alexa Cox returned for the third time to show more images from
Huntingdonshire Archives’ Whitney Collection. In her previous visits she had
shown the collection’s entire images of St Ives and the surrounding villages,
this time she concentrated on the three photographers, Arthur Maddison, his
stepson Frederick Hinde and Frederick’s apprentice, Ernest Whitney. Their
images span a hundred years from the 1850’s to the 1950’s. The earliest im
age in the collection is dated June 1855

           
     
    
         
           







             
             

           




         


            

            
           

      



            
 


             
              

           
      


            
           
           






         
          



   
           

             















Two men on board the sailing boat "Lily" on the river at St Ives. The photo
graph is taken from what is now the grounds of the Dolphin Hotel. The chan
nel originally provided access to the boats carrying osiers to Harrisons the
basket makers in Filberts Walk. In the background the square chimney of Os
borne's Brewery can be seen. Early 1900's

















The St Ives Free Church Bazaar Baby Show. A group of mothers holding their
babies for the show in 1910
Photographs from the Whitney Collection at Huntigdon Records Office
reproduced with their permission.
On 17th February we were given an insight into the excavation of the WWII
Spitfire at Holme Fen by James Fairbairn of Oxford Archeology East.




  

            
             
            

         


             








           

           

            
      
             







             
            


   

             
            



           
              
          
     







            

         

           



             
           



            
            


            

           

  
         

        
          


          

           
             







In March Ainslie Bousfield from the International House of Flags at Kimbolton
spoke to the meeting about:



          







             




                



                

             


          
            

              




            














             



   





              



             


               











Sue Knight gave our 21st April 2017 talk on the History of Holmewood Hall
and its surroundings





            
            



           
            



              
            

           

                
            


           

           





             














             
            
           

             
            
           
            










           
             

         
           
  
           




           
              



          

             

           
               
               



           



            








             


Young’s 1873 drawing of the Alterations
            



            


           






         







          
             








          


            
              


Holmewood Hall—Today






             

          





Our final talk was given by Mike Petty, local Historian for over 50 years, au
thor, broadcaster and ex curator of the Cambridge Collection
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The House with No Name not the Manor House or The Farmhouse, not a
Hall or named after it’s first owner, simply .
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